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The Novels Of Doris Lessing Catastrophe And Survival
This major collection contains all of Doris Lessing’s short fiction, other than the stories set in Africa, from the beginning of her
career until now. Set in London, Paris, the south of France, the English countryside, these thirty-five stories reflect the themes that
have always characterized Lessing’s work: the bedrock realities of marriage and other relationships between men and women;
the crisis of the individual whose very psyche is threatened by a society unattuned to its own most dangerous qualities; the fate of
women.
"Tenderly perceptive....A resounding affirmation of humanity and what it holds dearest, from one of our most gifted storytellers."—
Publishers Weekly (starred review) Thousands of years in the future, all the northern hemisphere is buried under the ice and snow
of a new Ice Age. At the southern end of a large landmass called Ifrik, two children of the Mahondi people, seven-year old Mara
and her younger brother, Dann, are abducted from their home in the middle of the night. Raised as outsiders in a poor rural village,
Mara and Dann learn to survive the hardships and dangers of a life threatened as much by an unforgiving climate and menacing
animals as by a hostile community of Rock People. Eventually they join the great human migration North, away from the drought
that is turning the southern land to dust, and in search of a place with enough water and food to support human life. Traveling
across the continent, the siblings enter cities rife with crime, power struggles, and corruption, learning as much about human
nature as about how societies function. With a clear-eyed vision of the human condition, Mara and Dann is imaginative fiction at its
best.
In her 1985 CBC Massey Lectures Doris Lessing addresses the question of personal freedom and individual responsibility in a
world increasingly prone to political rhetoric, mass emotions, and inherited structures of unquestioned belief. The Nobel Prizewinning author of more than thirty books, Doris Lessing is one of our most challenging and important writers.
Two friends, two sons, two shocking and intense love affairs . . . Roz and Lil have been best friends since childhood. But their
bond stretches beyond familiar bounds when these middle-aged mothers fall in love with each other's teenage sons—tabooshattering passions that last for years, until the women end them, vowing to have a respectable old age. With Adore, Doris
Lessing, winner of the Nobel Prize for Literature, once again proves her unrivaled ability to capture the truth of the human
condition.
This murder story features a Rhodesian farmer's wife and her houseboy.
A compelling vision of a disorietating and barbaric future from Doris Lessing, winner of the Nobel Prize for Literature.
From Doris Lessing, "one of the most important writers of the past hundred years" (Times of London), comes a brilliant, darkly
provocative alternative history of humankind’s beginnings. In the last years of his life, a Roman senator embarks on one final epic
endeavor, a retelling of the history of human creation. The story he relates is the little-known saga of the Clefts, an ancient
community of women with no knowledge of nor need for men. Childbirth was controlled through the cycles of the moon, and only
female offspring were born—until the unanticipated event that jeopardized the harmony of their close-knit society: the strange,
unheralded birth of a boy.
A hugely significant political novel for the late twentieth century from one of the outstanding writers of the modern era and winner of the Nobel
Prize for Fiction.
A genre-defying memoir in which Lara Feigel experiments with sexual, intellectual and political freedom while reading and pursuing Doris
Lessing How might we live more freely, and will we be happier or lonelier if we do? Re-reading The Golden Notebook in her thirties, shortly
after Doris Lessing's death, Lara Feigel discovered that Lessing spoke directly to her as a woman, a writer, and a mother in a way that no
other novelist had done. At a time when she was dissatisfied with the conventions of her own life, Feigel was enticed by Lessing's vision of
freedom. Free Woman is essential reading for anyone whose life has been changed by books or has questioned the structures by which they
live. Feigel tells Lessing's own story, veering between admiration and fury at the choices Lessing made. At the same time, she scrutinises
motherhood, marriage and sexual relationships with an unusually acute gaze. And in the process she conducts a dazzling investigation into
the joys and costs of sexual, psychological, intellectual and political freedom. This is a genre-defying book: at once a meditation on life and
literature and a daring act of self-exposure.
Stories depict life in white-ruled Rhodesia and illustrate the clash between Blacks and Whites.
From the winner of the Nobel Prize for Literature, this is the fourth instalment in the visionary novel cycle ‘Canopus in Argos: Archives’.
From Doris Lessing, winner of the Nobel Prize for Literature, this is the first instalment in the visionary novel cycle 'Canopus in Argos:
Archives'. The story of the final days of our planet is told through the reports of Johor, an emissary sent from Canopus. Earth, now named
Shikasta (the Stricken) by the kindly, paternalistic Canopeans who colonised it many centuries ago, is under the influence of the evil empire
of Puttiora. War, famine, disease and environmental disasters ravage the planet. To Johor, mankind is a 'totally crazed species', racing
towards annihilation: his orders to save humanity set him what seems to be an impossible task. Blending myth, fable and allegory, Doris
Lessing's astonishing visionary creation both reflects and redefines the history of our own world from its earliest beginnings to an inevitable,
tragic self-destruction.
A Professor of Classics at Cambridge University embarks on a psychological adventure to exotic locales and outer space while he is actually
in a mental hospital, post-breakdown, in this novel from the Nobel Prize-winning author. Reprint.
Product information not available.

Hardback re-issue of this classic collection of stories This is the first volume of Doris Lessing's Collected African Stories.
A classic work of twentieth-century literature. 'In story after story, Doris Lessing portrays the helpless collisions and
alienations of the races. One brings away a sense of the sheer human impossibility of South Africa, as a place fit only for
habitation by the imagination of exiles and of children. All else seems lost, betrayed and spoiled, except the glare of the
sun, the dust, the boulders. An impressive collection.' Daily Telegraph
Considered by many critics to be Britain’s most important woman novelist, Doris Lessing warrants major attention. Her
novels increasingly bring into question what it means to be an emancipated woman in a complex and male-dominated
society, especially a woman involved with politics, with writing, with love and sex—a woman who frankly admits her
sexuality. Schlueter’s new book is the only in-depth study of all the Lessing novels to date and the first full-length study
of her major themes. The insights provided in this work will enable readers to understand and appreciate Doris Lessing’s
perception and interpretation of human experience in this “complex, chaotic, conformist world.”
In this first study of Doris Lessing's science fiction, Fishburn devotes a chapter to each of Lessing's seven novels. Her
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major argument is that Lessing uses these novels to change our perception of reality by describing worlds that are
simultaneously similar to and different from our own. Of particular importance is the fact that each narrator, by functioning
as an intermediary or guide-leader, helps skeptical readers to experience the alien worlds of Lessing's imagination. As
she traces the development of these seven narrators, Fishburn shows how they eventually fulfill the role of the idealized
author Lessing described in The Small Personal Voice. In examining how these texts challenge us to change, Fishburn
discusses the influence of Marxist and Sufi thought on Lessing and also points out the striking similarity betwen Lessing's
philosophy of wholeness and the discoveries of modern physics.
Shocking, intimate, often uncomfortably honest, these stories reaffirm Doris Lessing’s unequalled ability to capture the
truth of the human condition In the title novel, two friends fall in love with each other's teenage sons, and these passions
last for years, until the women end them, vowing a respectable old age. In Victoria and the Staveneys, a young woman
gives birth to a child of mixed race and struggles with feelings of estrangement as her daughter gets drawn into a world of
white privilege. The Reason for It traces the birth, faltering, and decline of an ancient culture, with enlightening modern
resonances. A Love Child features a World War II soldier who believes he has fathered a love child during a fleeting
wartime romance and cannot be convinced otherwise.
This is Doris Lessing s Africa where she lived for twenty-five years and where so much of her interest and concern still
resides. Here in these stories, Lessing explores the complexities, the agonies and joys, and the textures of life in Africa.
I think my father's rage at the trenches took me over, when I was very young, and has never left me. Do children feel
their parents' emotions? Yes, we do, and it is a legacy I could have done without. What is the use of it? It is as if that old
war is in my own memory, my own consciousness. In this extraordinary book, the 2007 Nobel Laureate Doris Lessing
explores the lives of her parents, each irrevocably damaged by the Great War. Her father wanted the simple life of an
English farmer, but shrapnel almost killed him in the trenches, and thereafter he had to wear a wooden leg. Her mother,
Emily, spent the war nursing the wounded in the Royal Free Hospital after her great love, a doctor, drowned in the
Channel. In the fictional first half of Alfred and Emily, Doris Lessing imagines the happier lives her parents might have
made for themselves had there been no war; a story that begins with their meeting at a village cricket match outside
Colchester. This is followed by a piercing examination of their relationship as it actually was in the shadow of the Great
War, of the family's move to Africa, and of the impact of her parents' marriage on a young woman growing up in a strange
land. "Here I still am," says Doris Lessing, "trying to get out from under that monstrous legacy, trying to get free."
Triumphantly, with the publication of Alfred and Emily, she has done just that.
In this collection of the very best of Doris Lessing's essays, we are treated to the wisdom and keen insight of a writer who
has learned, over the course of a brilliant career spanning more than half a century, to read the world differently. From
imagining the secret sex life of Tolstoy to the secrets of Sufism, from reviews of classic books to commentaries on world
politics, these essays cover an impressive range of subjects, cultures, periods, and themes, yet they are remarkably
consistent in one key regard: Lessing's clear-eyed vision and clearly expressed prose.
This study examines the writing career of the respected and prolific novelist Doris Lessing, who was awarded the Nobel Prize for Literature in
2007 and has recently published what she has announced will be her final novel. Whereas earlier assessments have focused on Lessing’s
relationship with feminism and the impact of her 1962 novel, The Golden Notebook, this book argues that Lessing's writing was formed by her
experiences of the colonial encounter; it makes use of postcolonial theory and criticism to examine Lessing's continued interest in ideas of
nation, empire, gender and race and the connections between them. The book examines the entire range of her writing, including her most
recent fiction and non-fiction, which have been comparatively neglected. The book is aimed at undergraduate and postgraduate students of
Doris Lessing’s work as well as the general reader who enjoys her writing. This is the first significant book-length critical evaluation in ten
years.
The purpose of this study is to examine the rationale of Doris Lessing's development from Classical Realism to mysticism and forms of
science fiction and to consider the unifying motifs that appear throughout her novels in her consistent search for Sufi Equilibrium. The four
novels selected in this study represent significant stages in Lessing's work. Chapter one focuses on The Grass is Singing, which represents
the author's early traditionally realistic writing, to show how far the preoccupations of Lessing's later novels find expression in this early work.
Chapter two studies The Golden Notebook, which marks a turning point in formal structure in Lessing's canon and is selected as evidence of
her interest in Sufism at that early stage. Chapter three concentrates on the study of The Memoirs of a Survivor, which has elicited a
comparatively limited amount of criticism but which proves to be a major achievement when brought into line with Sufi methods of writing.
Chapter four considers Lessing's science fiction series, 'Canopus in Argos', tracing sources from Oriental literature - a key which unlocks
many areas of obscurity.
This reader has been assembled by Doris Lessing herself, and it provides a representative introduction to both her fiction and non-fiction. The
book enables the reader to see her ideas evolve over the years as they recur and develop throughout her work.
Doris Lessing's contemporary gothic horror story—centered on the birth of a baby who seems less than human—probes society's unwillingness
to recognize its own brutality.Harriet and David Lovatt, parents of four children, have created an idyll of domestic bliss in defiance of the social
trends of late 1960s England. While around them crime and unrest surge, the Lovatts are certain that their old-fashioned contentment can
protect them from the world outside—until the birth of their fifth baby. Gruesomely goblin-like in appearance, insatiably hungry, abnormally
strong and violent, Ben has nothing innocent or infant-like about him. As he grows older and more terrifying, Harriet finds she cannot love
him, David cannot bring himself to touch him, and their four older children are afraid of him. Understanding that he will never be accepted
anywhere, Harriet and David are torn between their instincts as parents and their shocked reaction to this fierce and unlovable child whose
existence shatters their belief in a benign world.
Throughout her life, Doris Lessing broke the rules in both her her personal life and within the accepted mores of literature. A trailblaser of the
women's movement and an early experimenter with drugs, she gained notoriety in the sixties with her first novel The Grass is Singing, and
subsequently with her explosive Golden Notebook and the Children of Violence series. At the age of eighty she remains part of the avant
garde.
As the summer begins, Kate Brown -- attractive, intelligent, forty five, happily enough married, with a house in the London suburbs and three
grown children -- has no reason to expect anything will change. But when the summer ends, the woman she was -- living behind a protective
camouflage of feminine charm and caring -- no longer exists. This novel. Doris Lessing's brilliant excursion into the terrifying stretch of time
between youth and old age, is her journey: from London to Turkey to Spain, from husband to lover to madness: on the road to a frightening
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new independence and a confrontation with self that lets her, finally, come truly of age.
Doris Lessing (1919–2013), a prolific contemporary author, was awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature in 2007 for her life work. Examining five
decades of Lessing's unique life, narrative strategies, and the literary traditions that she drew upon and improvised, this book highlights her
extraordinary significance as a writer of our times and for our times. Lessing's fiction and non-fiction provide a seminal understanding of the
key issues that shaped the twentieth century. Autodidactic and keenly interested in the world around her, Lessing flagged the problems of
racism in Africa; the inequity of class in modern England; the limitations of white, middle-class women's movements that overlooked the rights
of women across race and class; the marginalisation of individuals; the horror of nuclear war and the need for disarmament; and the
hazardous global expansion in the face of unrelenting technological progress. Further, she raised the concern of the atomisation of modern
families, violence and the urgent need for alternate modes of viewing, voicing anxieties decades ahead of other contemporary writers. Making
futuristic projections through innumerable genres of writing, such as realistic narratives, memoirs, diaries and science fiction, Lessing
examines myth, psychoanalysis and Marxist perspectives, engaging with a gamut of experiences that have defined modernity, and sets up
feminist blueprints that challenge atrophying patriarchal hegemonies.

This collection brings together three of Nobel Prize-winner Doris Lessing’s most acclaimed novels.
Considers how Lessing's exposure to a particular aspect of tasawwuf, the classical Sufi Way, has shaped her work. Impresses
upon the reader the degree to which Lessing is seriously offering her space-fiction utopias as plausible and even necessary
alternatives to our present Western ways of life.
This study, originally published in 1990, assesses a shift in the presentation of self-consciousness in two pairs of novels by Doris
Lessing and Carmen Martín Gaite: 1) Lessing’s The Summer Before the Dark (1973) and Martín Gaite’s Retahílas (1974) and 2)
Lessing’s The Memoirs of a Survivor (1974) and Martín Gaite’s The Back Room (1978). Three major structural divisions facilitate
examining implications of the novels for 1) feminism 2) literary narrative and 3) the lives of people-at-large.
The first volume of the autobiography of Doris Lessing, author of ‘The Grass is Singing’ and ‘The Golden Notebook’, and Winner
of the Nobel Prize for Literature 2007. Winner of the James Tait Black Prize 1994.
Anna is a writer, author of one very successful novel, who now keeps four notebooks. In one, with a black cover, she reviews the
African experience of her earlier years. In a red one she records her political life, her disillusionment with communism. In a yellow
one she writes a novel in which the heroine relives part of her own experience. And in a blue one she keeps a personal diary.
Finally, in love with an American writer and threatened with insanity, Anna resolves to bring the threads of all four books together
in a golden notebook. Doris Lessing's best-known and most influential novel, The Golden Notebook retains its extraordinary power
and relevance decades after its initial publication.
The fifth and final book in the Nobel Prize for Literature winner’s ‘Children of Violence’ series tracing the life of Martha Quest
from her childhood in colonial Africa to old age in post-nuclear Britain.
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